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Half-Term Home Learning Grid
Summer Term 1

In history we are learning about the Stuarts. You need to
complete all of the homework in red. You can choose one
other homework, written in black. Your research must be
accompanied by some writing and you need to be ready to
present your work to the class. Your pieces of homework can
be handed in at any time over the half term but your times
tables and spellings need to be completed as normal, ready
for the fortnightly spellings or times tables tests.

Reading for Pleasure – 10/20/30
minutes every night

Choose an active activity (e.g. ballet, a
martial art, swimming, tennis etc.)
Write about your activity. Draw a
picture or take some photos.

Complete some creative writing about
an event that took place during the
time of the Stuarts. A poem or a story
perhaps.

Write an information book of
symptoms and cures for the plague
from the time of the Stuarts. Have
a go at making some of your own
remedies!

Times Tables – Written and Orally

Make a game or puzzle based on the
battles that took place during the
English Civil War. Write down the
instructions on how to play the game.

Research and write about The
Gunpowder Plot.

Make your own Civil war armour.

Spellings Lists and Dictations

Your own idea. Remember, you can
come up with your own idea for a
project. Research it, involve your family,
create experiments, have fun!

Write a diary from the point of view of Make a plague doctor’s mask
someone living through the Great
Plaque (for example a patient or a
plague doctor)

Complete the essential activities every week and choose three or more others to complete each half term.
Research, think, plan, make, create, draw, imagine, design, find -out, study, learn, enquire, know, discover, dream . .

..

